Tennessee Valley Authority Environmental Quality Protection
Specifications for Transmission Line Construction
1. General – Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and/or the assigned contractor shall plan,
coordinate, and conduct operations in a manner that protects the quality of the
environment and complies with TVA’s environmental expectations discussed in the
preconstruction meeting. This specification contains provisions that shall be considered
in all TVA and contract construction operations. If the contractor fails to operate within
the intent of these requirements, TVA will direct changes to operating procedures.
Continued violation will result in a work suspension until correction or remedial action is
taken by the contractor. Penalties and contract termination will be used as appropriate.
The costs of complying with the Environmental Quality Protection Specifications are
incidental to the contract work, and no additional compensation will be allowed. At all
structure and conductor pulling sites, protective measures to prevent erosion will be
taken immediately upon the end of each step in a construction sequence, and those
protective measures will be inspected and maintained throughout the construction and
right-of-way rehabilitation period.
2. Regulations - TVA and/or the assigned contractor shall comply with all applicable
federal, state, and local environmental and antipollution laws, regulations, and
ordinances related to environmental protection and prevention, control, and abatement
of all forms of pollution.
3. Use Areas - TVA and/or the assigned contractor's use areas include but are not limited
to site office, shop, maintenance, parking, storage, staging, assembly areas, utility
services, and access roads to the use areas. The construction contractor shall submit
plans and drawings for their location and development to the TVA engineer and project
manager for approval. Secondary containment will be provided for fuel and petroleum
product storage pursuant to 29CFR1910.106(D)(6)(iii)(OSHA).
4. Equipment - All major equipment and proposed methods of operation shall be subject to
the approval of TVA. The use or operation of heavy equipment in areas outside the
right-of-way, access routes, or structure, pole, or tower sites will not be permitted
without permission of the TVA inspector or field engineer. Heavy equipment use on
steep slopes (greater than 20 percent) and in wet areas will be held to the minimum
necessary to construct the transmission line. Steps will be taken to limit ground
disturbance caused by heavy equipment usage, and erosion and sediment controls will
be instituted on disturbed areas in accordance with state requirements.
No subsurface ground-disturbing equipment or stump-removal equipment will be used
by construction forces except on access roads or at the actual structure, pole, or tower
sites, where only footing locations and controlled runoff diversions shall be created that
disturb the soil. All other areas of ground cover or in-place stumps and roots shall
remain in place. (Note: Tracked vehicles disturb surface layer of the ground due to
size and function.) Some disking of the right-of-way may occur for proper seedbed
preparation.
Unless ponding previously occurred (i.e., existing low-lying areas), water should not be
allowed to pond on the structure sites except around foundation holes; the water must
be directed away from the site in as dispersed a manner as possible. At tower or

structure sites, some means of upslope interruption of potential overland flow and
diversion around the footings should be provided as the first step in construction-site
preparation. If leveling is necessary, it must be implemented by means that provide for
continuous gentle, controlled, overland flow or percolation. A good grass cover, straw,
gravel, or other protection of the surface must be maintained. Steps taken to prevent
increases in the moisture content of the in-situ soils will be beneficial both during
construction and over the service life of any structure.
5. Sanitation - A designated TVA or contractor representative shall contact a sanitary
contractor who will provide sanitary chemical toilets convenient to all principal points of
operation for every working party. The facilities shall comply with applicable federal,
state, or local health laws and regulations. They shall not be located closer than 100
feet to any stream or tributary or to any wetland. The facilities shall be required to have
proper servicing and maintenance, and the waste disposal contractor shall verify in
writing that the waste disposal will be in state-approved facilities. Employees shall be
notified of sanitation regulations and shall be required to use the toilet facilities.
6. Refuse Disposal - Designated TVA and/or contractor personnel shall be responsible for
daily inspection, cleanup, and proper labeling, storage, and disposal of all refuse and
debris produced by his operations and by his employees. Suitable refuse collecting
facilities will be required. Only state-approved disposal areas shall be used. Disposal
containers such as dumpsters or roll-off containers shall be obtained from a proper
waste disposal contractor. Solid, special, construction/demolition, and hazardous
wastes as well as scrap are part of the potential refuse generated and must be properly
managed with emphasis on reuse, recycle, or possible give away, as appropriate,
before they are handled as waste. Contractors must meet similar provisions on any
project contracted by TVA.
7. Landscape Preservation - TVA and its contractors shall exercise care to preserve the
natural landscape in the entire construction area as well as use areas, in or outside the
right-of-way, and on or adjacent to access roads. Construction operations shall be
conducted to prevent any unnecessary destruction, scarring, or defacing of the natural
vegetation and surroundings in the vicinity of the work.
8. Sensitive Areas Preservation - Certain areas on site and along the right-of-way may be
designated by the specifications or the TVA engineer as environmentally sensitive.
These areas include but are not limited to areas classified as erodible, geologically
sensitive, scenic, historical and archaeological, fish and wildlife refuges, water supply
watersheds, and public recreational areas such as parks and monuments. Contractors
and TVA construction crews shall take all necessary actions to avoid adverse impacts
to these sensitive areas and their adjacent buffer zones. These actions may include
suspension of work or change of operations during periods of rain or heavy public use;
hours may be restricted or concentrations of noisy equipment may have to be
dispersed. If prehistoric or historic artifacts or features are encountered during clearing
or construction operations, the operations shall immediately cease for at least 100 feet
in each direction, and TVA's right-of-way inspector or construction superintendent and
Cultural Resources Program shall be notified. The site shall be left as found until a
significance determination is made. Work may continue elsewhere beyond the 100-foot
perimeter.
9. Water Quality Control - TVA and contractor construction activities shall be performed by
methods that will prevent entrance or accidental spillage of solid matter, contaminants,

debris, and other objectionable pollutants and wastes into flowing caves, sinkholes,
streams, dry watercourses, lakes, ponds, and underground water sources.
The clearing contractor will erect and (when TVA or contract construction personnel are
unable) maintain best management practices (BMPs) such as silt fences on steep
slopes and adjacent to any stream, wetland, or other water body. Additional BMPs may
be required for areas of disturbance created by construction activities. BMPs will be
inspected by the TVA field engineer or other designated TVA or contractor personnel
routinely and during periods of high runoff, and any necessary repairs will be made as
soon as practicable. BMP inspections will be conducted in accordance with permit
requirements. Records of all inspections will be maintained on site, and copies of
inspection forms will be forwarded to the TVA construction environmental engineer.
Acceptable measures for disposal of waste oil from vehicles and equipment shall be
followed. No waste oil shall be disposed of within the right-of-way, on a construction
site, or on access roads.
10. Turbidity and Blocking of Streams - Construction activities in or near SMZs or other
bodies of water shall be controlled to prevent the water turbidity from exceeding state or
local water quality standards for that stream. All conditions of a general storm water
permit, aquatic resource alteration permit, or a site-specific permit shall be met including
monitoring of turbidity in receiving streams and/or storm water discharges and
implementation of appropriate erosion and sediment control measures.
Appropriate drainage facilities for temporary construction activities interrupting natural
site drainage shall be provided to avoid erosion. Watercourses shall not be blocked or
diverted unless required by the specifications or the TVA engineer. Diversions shall be
made in accordance with TVA’s A Guide for Environmental Protection and Best
Management Practices for Tennessee Valley Authority Construction and Maintenance
Activities (TVA, 2017).
Mechanized equipment shall not be operated in flowing water except when approved
and, then, only to construct crossings or to perform required construction under direct
guidance of TVA. Construction of stream fords or other crossings will only be permitted
at approved locations and to current TVA construction access road standards. Material
shall not be deposited in watercourses or within stream bank areas where it could be
washed away by high stream flows. Appropriate U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
state permits shall be obtained.
Wastewater from construction or dewatering operations shall be controlled to prevent
excessive erosion or turbidity in a stream, wetland, lake, or pond. Any work or placing
of equipment within a flowing or dry watercourse requires the prior approval of TVA.
11. Clearing - No construction activities may clear additional site or right-of-way vegetation
or disturb remaining retained vegetation, stumps, or regrowth at locations other than the
structure sites and conductor setup areas. TVA and the construction contractor(s) must
provide appropriate erosion or sediment controls for areas they have disturbed that
have previously been restabilized after clearing operations. Control measures shall be
implemented as soon as practicable after disturbance in accordance with applicable
federal, state, and/or local storm water regulations.

12. Restoration of Site - All construction disturbed areas, with the exception of farmland
under cultivation and any other areas as may be designated by TVA's specifications,
shall be stabilized in the following manner unless the property owner and TVA's
engineer specify a different method:
A. The subsoil shall be loosened to a minimum depth of 6 inches if possible and
worked to remove unnatural ridges and depressions.
B. If needed, appropriate soil amendments will be added.
C. All disturbed areas will initially be seeded with a temporary ground cover such as
winter wheat, rye, or millet, depending on the season. Perennials may also be
planted during initial seeding if proper growing conditions exist. Final restoration
and final seeding will be performed as line construction is completed. Final seeding
will consist of permanent perennial grasses such as those outlined in TVA’s A Guide
for Environmental Protection and Best Management Practices for Tennessee Valley
Authority Construction and Maintenance Activities (TVA, 2017). Exceptions would
include those areas designated as native grass planting areas. Initial and final
restoration will be performed by the clearing contractor.
D. TVA holds the option, depending upon the time of year and weather condition, to
delay or withdraw the requirement of seeding until more favorable planting
conditions are certain. In the meantime, other stabilization techniques must be
applied.
13. Air Quality Control - Construction crews shall take appropriate actions to minimize the
amount of air pollution created by their construction operations. All operations must be
conducted in a manner that avoids creating a nuisance and prevents damage to lands,
crops, dwellings, or persons.
14. Burning - Before conducting any open burning operations, the contractor shall obtain
permits or provide notifications as required to state forestry offices and/or local fire
departments. Burning operations must comply with the requirements of state and local
air pollution control and fire authorities and will only be allowed in approved locations
and during appropriate hours and weather conditions. If weather conditions such as
wind direction or speed change rapidly, the contractor's burning operations may be
temporarily stopped by the TVA field engineer. The debris for burning shall be piled
and shall be kept as clean and as dry as possible, then burned in such a manner as to
reduce smoke. No materials other than dry wood shall be open burned. The ash and
debris shall be buried away from streams or other water sources and shall be in areas
coordinated with the property owner.
15. Dust and Mud Control - Construction activities shall be conducted to minimize the
creation of dust. This may require limitations as to types of equipment, allowable
speeds, and routes utilized. Water, straw, wood chips, dust palliative, gravel,
combinations of these, or similar control measures may be used subject to TVA’s
approval. On new construction sites and easements, the last 100 feet before an access
road approaches a county road or highway shall be graveled to prevent transfer of mud
onto the public road.
16. Vehicle Exhaust Emissions - TVA and/or the contractors shall maintain and operate
equipment to limit vehicle exhaust emissions. Equipment and vehicles that show

excessive emissions of exhaust gasses and particulates due to poor engine
adjustments or other inefficient operating conditions shall not be operated until
corrective repairs or adjustments are made.
17. Vehicle Servicing - Routine maintenance of personal vehicles will not be performed on
the right-of-way. However, if emergency or “have to” situations arise,
minimal/temporary maintenance to personal vehicles will occur in order to mobilize the
vehicle to an off-site maintenance shop. Heavy equipment will be serviced on the rightof-way except in designated sensitive areas. The Heavy Equipment Department within
TVA or the construction contractor will properly maintain these vehicles with approved
spill prevention controls and countermeasures. If emergency maintenance in a
sensitive or questionable area arises, the area environmental coordinator or
construction environmental engineer will be consulted. All wastes and used oils will be
properly recovered, handled, and disposed/recycled. Equipment shall not be
temporarily stored in stream floodplains, whether overnight or on weekends or holidays.
18. Smoke and Odors - TVA and/or the contractors shall properly store and handle
combustible material that could create objectionable smoke, odors, or fumes. The
contractor shall not burn refuse such as trash, rags, tires, plastics, or other debris.
19. Noise Control - TVA and/or the contractor shall take measures to avoid the creation of
noise levels that are considered nuisances, safety, or health hazards. Critical areas
including but not limited to residential areas, parks, public use areas, and some
ranching operations will require special considerations. TVA’s criteria for determining
corrective measures shall be determined by comparing the noise level of the
construction operation to the background noise levels. In addition, especially noisy
equipment such as helicopters, pile drivers, air hammers, chippers, chain saws, or
areas for machine shops, staging, assembly, or blasting may require corrective actions
when required by TVA.
20. Noise Suppression - All internal combustion engines shall be properly equipped with
mufflers as required by the Department of Labor’s Safety and Health Regulations for
Construction. TVA may require spark arresters in addition to mufflers on some engines.
Air compressors and other noisy equipment may require sound-reducing enclosures in
some circumstances.
21. Damages - The movement of construction crews and equipment shall be conducted in a
manner that causes as little intrusion and damage as possible to crops, orchards,
woods, wetlands, and other property features and vegetation. The contractor will be
responsible for erosion damage caused by his actions and especially for creating
conditions that would threaten the stability of the right-of-way or site soil, the structures,
or access to either. When property owners prefer the correction of ground cover
condition or soil and subsoil problems themselves, the section of the contract dealing
with damages will apply.
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